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The lethal stuff of legends For Jessica Tregarth, an unexpected invitation to visit her grandfather in

England comes as a wonderful surprise, an opportunity to open doors to a family history that have

always been closed to her. But her arrival is greeted by mysterious villains who pursue her through

Cornwall, their motive and intentions unknown. Jessica's only clue is an antique heirloom she

possesses, an ancient ring that bears the Tregarth family crest. Her only ally is handsome gothic

novelist David Randall--her self-proclaimed protector--who appears seemingly out of nowhere to

help her solve a five hundred-year-old puzzle. Something out of the cloudy mists of Arthurian lore

has come back to plague a frightened American abroad, and a remarkable truth about a fabled king

and a medieval treasure could ultimately make Jess Tregarth very rich--or very dead.
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This mystery follows American Jessica Tregarth on a trip to England to visit a grandfather she has

never known. No sooner does she enter the UK, however, than her life is thrust into

jeopardy.Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

"Good pace, high spirits, and lots of amusement." -- San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle"Gothica

in the irreverent trappings I like best." -- New York Times Book Review"No, one is better at juggling

torches while dancing on a high wire than Elizabeth Peters." -- Chicago Tribune --This text refers to

the Hardcover edition.



I've read many books by Elizabeth Peters and enjoy her style of story-telling. This plot seems like it

might have been one of EP's earlier books. It's enjoyable, especially the background information

about the setting and historical elements. The characters themselves are very lightly written and the

romance is minimal, although endearing.

Elizabeth Peters has a wicked sense of humor. Never more so than when she poking fun at an

entire genre.

Fun for those who grew up in the 70's or who always wished to visit their favorite spot in Ireland.

Peters always gives vivid word pictures and descriptions. Her characters grow and see themselves

stretching and are surprised, but content. Good surprise "bad guy".

Lots of fun!

Cute but predictable story. Very dated though.

I loved it.

Great story.

This book was good with much comedy and keystone cop type of adventure. Lots of geographical

information as they travel through the countryside.
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